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COSMOS - A PLATFORM TO EXTEND LEARNING INTO REAL EXPERIENCE
It is believed that students learn and grow and are transformed by what they learn and more importantly, by how and
why they learn.The old-school model of passively learning facts and reciting them out of context is no longer sufficient
to prepare students to survive in today's world. 21st century skills (teamwork, problem solving, research time
management, information synthesizing, utilizing high tech tools) are a vital part of education today. Cosmos is the
best platform to build your 21st century skills and make learning exciting. It is an Intra collegiate event that takes place
every two years. Started in the year 2004, it was a platform for students to look beyond their curriculum. It is a
celebration of knowledge and creativity and a testimony of teachers’ guidance and students ‘active learning’. Cosmos
is a platform provided by Christ Junior College to showcase innovation in creativity and exuberance of young minds.
With a variety of 150 projects being displayed, it is one of the biggest events celebrated in Christ Junior College.
Students put up exhibits including a wide variety of themes like Science, Mathematics, Commerce, Social Sciences,
English and Languages. This event portrays the diverse spread of knowledge and enthusiasm of students. It provides
an opportunity for students to showcase their ideas and innovations. It showcases student’s work ranging from
exhibitions, working models, art and craft work, skits, research, Science and Technology and languages. The event is
curriculum oriented and the exhibits are completely students’ own work.
Aswathi Jayakumar and Anjali Binesh

(I PCMB - C)

Doosra

Everything... Anything...
Sometimes nothing
Gloria watched serenely as the sun set at the
horizon. Breeze blew and the young wheat plants
around her rustled. The field spread in all
directions. The sky began turning orange and
Gloria thought, "It's twilight."
She tucked away one of her brown curls behind
her ear.
"Gotta work faster...” she sighed and averted her
blue eyes from the pretty sight. Gloria continued
to pluck out the weeds from the field occasionally
muttering about how pesky they can be. As usual,
her clothes were dirty, full of husks and grains.
She found working in her blouse and skirt
ridiculously hard, so she wore her brother's shirt
and pants. It was getting dark but she kept
working slowly. Why should she hurry? The crops
won't run away at night. She kept
absentmindedly humming under her breath...
The honk of her father's tractor jerked her out of
her trance.
"Don't you want to come home sweetie?” he
shouted from the edge of the field. Smiling, she
ran towards her father.
"I see you didn't remove all the weeds again.” her
father teased, "What do you even daydream
about all day anyway?"
Gloria got on the tractor and said with a small
smile, "Everything. Anything. Sometimes,
nothing."
Mrudula Srivatsa (I HEPP N)

A View from Page to stage theatre performance

COSMOS - A Blend of Creativity and Innovation

ASHA
Some stories are to be cherished, loved and
remembered. Some have seen the raw pain and
endlessly flowing tears, yet this one, a story so
mundane, it is simply the bare unsheathed truth, of
broken beings, of a mercantile world and of every
conceived stereotype that has broken down umpteen
homes.
The past five months had seen her happier than she had
been in forever. The feeling is inexpressible and
absolutely beautiful when within you grow another life,
another beating heart and a million little dreams. And
then came the sanguine thoughts of the future, will he
have my pitch black eyes or ones that would dare to
voice, will he sing my shadowed rhyme or his father’s
dominating spirit?
That was how she lived her last few days, with joy that
pictured all the missing colours and passing of the
clouds, before she begun a stoic existence, atoning for
thoughts that ran deeper than monetary games and
ominous mortal wounds. What a sinner she was for
dreaming, aspiring and even believing. It wasn’t a he,
an unfortunate lie; a she was to be born. She wasn’t
worth the man’s sweat or the woman’s abused
existence. She wasn’t worth the notes, the very paper
notes has seen the darkest reds and empowers the
inhumane.
The unborn soul was beautifully brave, both in life and
death. She was the unnamed Asha, hope. Hope, that
died within.
Nivedita Mahesh (II HESP M)
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Hatrick

HMUN India 2016
Harvard Model United Nations India 2016 is an
international simulation of the United Nations, which was
held from the 12th of August to the 15th at the Hyderabad
International Convention Centre. The sixth simulation had
more than 1500 participants. It was an opportunity for
further insight into the art of diplomacy, understanding the
value of collaboration and compromise, and building skills
in public speaking, research, and debate. We, the Christ
Junior College MUN Team, consisted of 19 students
travelled to Hyderabad via train with the faculty membersMr. Srinivas and Ms. Sindhu Joseph. Residing at the
Formulae One hotel, which was quite close to the venue;
both the days to and fro transportation was provided by
MUNCafe along with scrumptious meals and even better
desserts. The team was divided among the 15 committees,
each discussing a different agenda. The topics selected as
agendas were extremely diverse and comprehensive. The
level of debate was also quite intense. Everyone was
noticeably anxious till we got acquainted with the
dynamics of HMUN as it was a variation from the usual
MUNs we attend at Bangalore. We were further engaged
through informative addresses by notable speakers such as
Amitabh Kant- CEO of Niti Ayog.
In addition to this, we partook in social events conducted in
the evenings to ease the stress. During ‘India Night’ we
enjoyed a splendid show of talents, clad in ethnic attire. The
‘Delegate Dance’ is unforgettable. Dancing, or to be more
accurate, raving to the peppy beats was an incredibly fun
experience. Amid all the competition and pressure, we
didn’t forget to enjoy out time there and that was what
made HMUN all the more memorable.
Occupied with meeting participants of numerous cultures,
eager to make our presence known the midst of erudite
delegates; time passed through our fingertips and before
we knew it, we were at the award ceremony fidgeting in
apprehension. Some of us won that day and some efforts
were left formally unrecognised. Regardless, it was a
learning opportunity in which we did justice to our given
roles. We owed it to ourselves more than anyone else to do
the best we could and we did exactly that.
Awards don’t define people. Our team worked hard and
walked away with a memorable experience. That’s all that
really mattered.

When I Saw Oru Manushyan…
The applause, the standing ovation, the thrill, the
excitement, the cheers, the perfect performance. I
was wondering if I was a tree and then I saw Oru
Manushyan, mad for money, suffering as a slave, to
save the lake and get up on a sunny morning to be a
gentleman to explore Japan and Brazil though a
traveler’s eye, innocent child contradicting
experienced voter realizing water is too dear…Yes.
These were the few pages of our English textbook
which were staged. Every actor lives for it, and we,
the students at Christ Junior College got a taste of this
theatre performance on the 29th of September.
‘Page to stage’ was not just any drama event, but a
platform where students of Christ Junior College
were allowed to showcase their talent. We
understood the true meaning of team work,
dedication, commitment and determination.
Although everyone was not a winner, at the end of
the day, the chance to act along with our fellow
classmates was a victory enough.
Anoushka Vidudala (I PPES - O)

FEAR OF FAILURE
Everyone has the ability,
But we are under liability,
If we see the reality
We are in proximity.
Though we are powerful,
We are doubtful.
And more thoughtful
About our competency.
Fear of failure is the very substance of my passage
Which barricades us from attaining success.
It makes the dared heart weak
And looks boldly into the most defiant eyes.
It rejoices like hunter when he sees his prey,
Falling unwarily into his snares.
So never outlook and be doubtful in doing things
Rather outclass your own records.
Fear gifts you naught but failure.
For success can be strived only by overcoming fear.

Sanjana Aiyar (II PPES - O)
A. Linciya Saji (I PCME - H)
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Half-Time

MUN at Kochi

The song of fallen purity

The sound of papers rustling, the sudden ability to hear your own heart
beat, the clacking of heels, fidgeting, a murmur of voices that floats
across the room, calculative eyes raking down every person in the
room, trying to figure out how much of a competition they would be.

Down in the dumps,
I take place among the shadows.
The darkness sticks to me,
With the slime from the monster.
It picks me and swallows.

‘Model United Nations’ these three little words are enough to get your
heart pounding. It can either be a good or a bad thing. Either way,
these three little words are enough to make someone’s hand go clammy
with sweat or to send someone’s heart into overdrive due to the amount
of excitement. For me, however, it was a mixture of both. MUN is a
place, where everyone actually cares about international affairs and
relations - very different from the people I usually meet outside the
conference room. Imagine sitting in a conference hall, everyone
dressed immaculately in business attire, each representing a country
while discussing a global issue, trying to come up with solutions to a
problem that even the world’s best diplomats and most honoured
experts cannot solve; attacking, defending, most important of all,
compromising. Diplomacy and courtesy are the aspects where almost
everyone tries to make the statement ‘ladies and gentlemen’ true.
Research, finding practical solutions, establishing consensus and
drafting resolutions are the common area of focus. For once, poverty,
gender equality and international security have solutions with the
decisions.
Kochi MUN was entirely different compared to the other MUNs that I
had attended. Well, we had a glimpse of how exactly United Nations is
conducted. We got an opportunity to meet people of different cultures
from different States. We were six students from Christ Junior College,
including me, who were accompanied by a staff Ms Sindhu Joseph.
We left Bangalore on the 17th of July and reached the next day. The
conference was on the 18th and 19th of July. Kochi MUN was held in
Ernakulam, conducted by Rajagiri Public School in Kerala. The first
day, I stepped into the conference room with nervousness and
hesitation. The fact that this was my first intercollegiate MUN, didn’t
exactly ease my nerves either. There were 17 schools and 185
delegates in total. The first day went smoothly, with delegates
interacting with each other and giving their speech. The second day, I
was lot more optimistic and confident, and gave my best in contributing
my resolutions to the committee. On the whole, it started off and ended
with a lot of enthusiasm and vigour among the delegates. Pretty soon,
we had the “oh” - so - awaited send off party for the delegates, where
we danced our heart out and let loose to the music.

It traps you in its deepest trenches
Lets go only when you jump
To jump I must have courage
Jump into the light.
To walk in light so silky ,
Is not easy.
It's loose ground, slippery,
I might tumble down into dark night.
I must hold on, hold on so tight.
So I must learn to stand,
In the deepest of the light,
Where sticky hands of dark
And fingers of piercing plight
Are far away, too far away,
For me to touch and cry.
I will try,
Try hard and keep to my side.
Vikram Johann (II PCMB - D)

ANGLE

The kind of atmosphere in a conference hall, the look of gravity on the
Chairperson’s face and the manner in which the delegates carry
themselves, is truly something that has to be experienced in order to be
felt. Overall, it was an amazing experience!
Rhea Rajam (I HESP - M)
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Five Pointer
MAGNACHRISTA
To bring a little bit of fun and excitement in the monotonous life of a student, Christ Junior College proudly hosts the
annual intercollegiate fest, Magnachrista. Magnachrista plays a role in motivating students to perform and excel and
offer a lot more reward than just winning prize. It offers a chance for participants to gain substantial experience,
showcase skills, analyze and evaluate outcomes and uncover personal aptitude. Also, it encourages students to adopt
innovative techniques and develop their ideas and skills.
Magnachrista, started in 2002 with the name Darpan, was then a part of the Christ University’s college fest. Through
the years, Magnachrista has had different names including Darpan, El Niño, Crescendo and finally Magnachrista,
as we call it today. Organized by the Student Welfare Office, Magnachrista is a one day programme with thirty six
different events. These events include competitions from Science, Commerce, Arts, English and Stage events. Various
colleges from the city are invited to take part in the fest. Last year, we had up to thirty one colleges participating in
Magnachrista. Though Christ Junior College itself does not take part in the events, there are groups of volunteers who
help oversee the different events and guide the participants. There are food stalls, game stalls and stalls that sell
homemade products that are set up by interested Christites. A portion of their profit goes to the Centre for Social
Action (CSA). The winners of each event earn points for their respective colleges. The college with the maximum
number of points is awarded a rolling trophy. Magnachrista is a theme based event and this year’s theme is ‘Colours’.
Magnachrista is an excellent platform to showcase different kinds of talents. It is also an opportunity to meet different
people and make memories that will last forever. It is the coming together of many cultures and it instills cultural
sensitivity in students. Magnachrista serves as a well-deserved break from our monotonous lives and mentally gives us
an energy boost that can replenish our minds with fruitful memories which we will cherish and live upon until next
time.
Aswathi Jayakumar and Anjali Binesh (I PCMB - C)

UNCOVER THE BEAUTY OF LIFE
Life is an ocean. You must dive deep in order to enjoy the
ocean's authentic beauty. Likewise, one must deeply involve
himself in life in order to enjoy the real and immense pleasuregiving deeds.
Love and affection are two such things that one can't draw their
essence into mere words. The only possible thing that you can
do with them is to 'experience' and 'aspire' them. One can
identify true love in the relationship between a mother and her
child. The immense care and affection that she shows to her
child is immeasurable. There are people who love their work
and strive hard to bring their best. There lies the secret of
‘happiness’. The remarkable thing that only they do in their life is
'love what you do' : the simplest formula to enjoy the sense of
'satisfaction' in our lives. They also believe in themselves, which
adds refined flavour to the cuisine of life. And not always will
they fail to accomplish their goals; the same 'goals' which
remain as mere 'desires' in others!
A thing one has to do in order to attain success in their life is to
believe in themselves. Also remember that life is an ocean. Don't
be the 'frog in the well'. Life has both to give and to take. Go
ahead ! Decide where your life voyage should head. Follow
'your' passion. GOOD LUCK!!!
Prajwal B M (I HEPP - N)
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Super 'Six'er!

Happy Teacher’s Day
In a class room, in modern times.................
The teacher is teaching the class. Some are listening, some are
sleeping, some are pretending to listen, while others are
dreaming in a far away fantasy land…The teacher gives an
assignment to the students, which they are asked to submit by
the end of the week. The first week is over, but no one submits
the assignment. The second week goes with not much change
and by the end of the fifth week the teacher cancels the
assignment. Everyone rejoices on hearing the good news given
to them. However like the unpredictable weather, a bad news
follows-A class quiz is to be conducted the next day! Everyone
groans. This is an insight into a typical classroom of today.
Every year we celebrate teacher's day on the fifth of September.
Teachers are given special attention and are felicitated by
students on that day. Looking at the events going on presently I
change my words by saying 'only on that day'.
Gone are the days where a teacher was given a position
equivalent to God, but now teachers are not even honoured or
respected. ‘Guruve Namaha’ has taken wrong word space and
it is now ‘Guruven maha?’ The classes are boring and tiresome
as technology plays a major role in teaching learning process
and advancement technology makes the student to study
without a physical teacher. The word 'discipline' is a foreign
concept which is never heard before. In a world where
technology and economic growth is increasing, education
becomes all the more important, in fact our life depends on it
and the role the teacher plays in our lives can never be
replaced. A teacher is like our parent, who tries to understand
our problems and guides us on the right path. Sometimes
teacher is like our friend, makes sure that we are given all that
we need to keep us happy, but the greatest joy that we can give
to our teachers is to show how we excel by applying what they
teach and what we study to create a successful life. A teacher is
in a way, one of the biggest contributors to the country as they
shape those little children into independent young adults. They
mould an entire generation, which one day will become the
future innovators of the world.
So keeping in mind our values let us respect and honour our
teachers by listening to them and following discipline in class.
So let's try our best to wear those ID cards and wear our shawls
and formal pants, and try... not to sleep in class, and make sure
that our attendance doesn't dip below eighty, after all it's the
least we can do for the most important people in our life - Our
Teachers.
JERINE JAIN MATHEW (I PCMB - C)
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On each other’s team
April 8th, 2008: a cloudy day. But somehow
everything brightened up just by looking at him.
His glossy chestnut eyes, radiant face which shone
like the morning sun and his frisky look got me
positively electrified.
Comfortably curled up in many layers of the rug,
he began wagging his tail as I neared him. I
plonked beside him, picked him up with utmost
care and caressed him. I was flooded with
euphoria. I held him close to my heart and
whispered, “Sandy, do you like the name?”
Seven and a half years gone by and he still
manages to make me feel loved and understood.
He is the first person to wish me good morning. His
heavy breathing and several licks on my face start
my day.
He brings a smile on my face within a fraction of
second. His adorable wobbly walk and childlike
expressive face effortlessly make me break into a
smile.
He is my efficient de-stressor. His mere presence
makes me forget that I ever was blue.
He is my 30kg missile of joy and I love him!
Truly, best things in life are not things.
Vaishnavi Guthi (I HEPP - N)

Lucky Seven

The unending mystery…
“Save Cauvery , Save farmers , save Karnataka” from past 125
years this slogan still stays alive! Yes, the water dispute between two
states; Karnataka and Tamil Nadu seems to be unending. The
Cauvery row erupted after the Supreme Court directed Karnataka to
release 15,000 cusecs of water to Tamil Nadu. Normal life in the
city and most parts of the state was affected this month by the dawnto-dusk Karnataka bandh called by pro-Kannada outfits, to protest
against the Supreme Court’s direction. Kannada activists took to the
streets with red and yellow flag of Karnataka shouting slogans like
‘Cauvery nammadu’( Cauvery is ours) , Beke beku nyaya beku ( we
want justice!)
Curfew was enforced in many areas to avoid any untoward
incidents. Section 144 CrPC was imposed in Bengaluru City from
12-09-2016 to 14-09-2016. Transport services had hit with
government buses staying off the roads while auto-rickshaw and
cab unions had also extended their support to bandh even Metro
was also halted. This issue made large scale violence and arson on
9th September. Two activists ended their life in this struggle and
more than 100 people were injured in police firing. 95 vehicles were
torched by a mob and there was huge damage done to other
properties also. Educational institutions declared many holidays
from past one month to safeguard students from harms of bandhs
which were taking place continuously but on the other hand this has
largely affected their completion of academic portions due to which
teachers; children and their parents are panicked about the future
consequences. As bandh and curfew continued in borders for
almost a week, schools had no option but to function, there were
many children on either side of the border who had to cross over to
the other side to reach their schools and colleges. With bus
movement halted and private vehicular movement restricted,
students were forced to walk. Students missed their exams as they
couldn’t reach exam hall on time. The worse situation was when little
kids looked at big guns carried by policeman, firing and riots on
streets. Little hearts had to see nightmare on their way back home
from schools on unannounced bandh on 12th of September.
It just has not affected the academics of students but also has
developed unethical values among them which can cause a threat to
nation building. Youths are being inspired by the wrong ways
adopted by aggressive regional mobs. “It’s a wonderful sight, when
everybody is treated right”, so activists must have concern about the
budding minds whose contribution to the nation is more required.
We must enforce nationalism and try to fight in peace, rather than
taking these situations as an advantage for developing regionalism
and communalism among young souls.
“Unite People And Create Peace”
Bhumika II (HESP - M)
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MY UNMARKED SHOES
Walking on unmarked shoes,
I slowly tread away,
Away from all those who uproot my way.
The gravels crunch underneath,
And the oozy mud curve to my feet.
Yet I leave no mark to show I’ve been here,
Lest they retrace me.
The light behind me,
As I saunter closer to the fore,
My unmarked shoes leaving a trail of naught.
The grass wonder at my subtlety,
Of how I suppress them not,
They taunt and tickle,
Oh, their minds so fickle
Wanting me to avenge of what’s lost of me.
But I walk on, I walk towards the squint of rays.
I walk on, my unmarked shoes leaving on trace.
Aritra (I HEPP - N)

Pieces of 8

Lights…camera…action…

Bridges & Fuel

“Here is an announcement: those who would like to
perform in page to stage kindly stay back in class for
auditions at 2.45pm today.” Hey, Theme… characters…
costumes… roles… make up… director… dialogues…
practice at 2:45pm and finally lights, camera, action!!!
Yes. This is the most awaited event of Christ Junior College,
‘Page to Stage.’

I’ve let that selective memory be my fuel,
To burn the bridge that leads me to fear.
Those expectations torn me, will make me great
And then, I’ll have the world in my hands.
Shivani R (II HEPP - N)

Page to stage is an interclass theatre competition for
students of First and Second year Pre-University course.
Conceived by the Department of English, Christ Junior
College, the competition aims to create a platform for
budding theatre enthusiasts to showcase their best in
acting and directorial abilities. This also serves as a means
for the Pre-University English course book to be interpreted
and adapted by the students. Page to Stage provides them
with an opportunity to learn beyond the text. It was started
almost five years back; it was introduced to Christ Junior
College in the year 2012 by the English department. This
event also gives students an opportunity to bring out their
creativity, latent talents and what is more historic is with
teachers’ minimum guidance!
When we talk of plays we always remember
Shakespearean theatre and literature. This event was also
started with a purpose to show the importance of Indian
literature taught in classes. This event is judged on the
criteria of how creatively or uniquely a play is presented by
students. This has been going on successfully throughout
the years and this year Christ Junior College is also
organizing inter- collegiate ‘Page to Stage.’
Sai Sharanya N (II HEPP M)

A View from Page to stage

Welcome to the Second Issue of Write Angle.
'Think before you ink' is the statement which keeps us
conscious of what we write. But the unhealthy
developments in our society from the past two months
make our students think not about what they ink but
they think before they leave to college and so do
parents before they send their children to college.
Their tension doesn't end there. They are worried till
their children reach home safely. So the bandhs leave
everyone one of us tensed for different reasons like
completing the syllabus, preparing for COSMOS
and Magnachrista and so on. It leaves us with an
unhappy development of working on a Saturday
afternoon, short mid-term vacation for some schools
and colleges, special or extra classes even on a
Sabbath day!
This issue of Write Angle brings to you articles on art,
literature, science, social issues inked by the budding
writers and poets of Christ Junior College to tickle
your grey cells and provide food for thought. We
regret that we could publish only a few of the articles
submitted owing to space limitations. Do not be
disheartened if your write up has not seen the light of
day. We welcome and encourage Christites to
participate in Write Angle to bring out their hidden
literary talents. An explosion of literary creativity is
what we present to you in this Newsletter. Happy
Reading!
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